Please transmit these messages to every Prime Minister of European Commission!
The Honor
Prime Minister of
European Commission
Dear
Sir/Madam,

Oct.28, 2005

The UK will host a meeting of EU Heads of State and Government today, European
Commission was outstanding to act as a cradle of civilization of the world in the past, and looked
down upon the arbitrarily to encroach on the civil rights and not to valued the property right of
knowledge by the Government of Hong Kong, it is especially the duty of UK!
Under the subject matter that was send to WHO and the sanitary department minister of each
country on Oct.23, 2005. The subject is the“ An open letter to unmask the Tamiflu is not a
specific remedy for bird flu, please don＇t fool your citizen again! ＂
The sanitary department minister of each country who has a council to cope with in Canada
next week, the TSANG Yam-kuen of Chief Executive of HK and the highest official of Guang
Dong province of China whom were to catch up the council to play the role of a persuasive talker,
they will request Government of each Country to look down upon the civil rights of Hong Kong
again and to continue to assist in concealing the invention of curing SARS and bird flu by Lin
Zhen-man.
We must to define according to air as an interface, the bird flu as well as the SARS and any
types of flu were the same bacterial infection of superficiality! This theory of medical treatment
to break through in 21 century for bring the invent of cure SARS and to saved over one thousand
China and Hong Kong person after on May.15, 2003, but the China and Hong Kong Government
did not thank the inventor, and the Hong Kong Government was to continue to strived to murder
the Lin Zhen-man of inventor and to revoke the Lin Zhen-man’s civil rights on the case of LDBM
220/2005, FAMV 16/2004 , FAMV 21/2002 and FAMV 1/2002etc.(Your secretary of Chinese
who may be to make a statement confirm the rubbish-judge and acute rotten of judiciary from the
www.ycec.com !) TSANG Yam-kuen of Chief Executive of HK in Canada currently, please the
sanitary department minister of each country to be concerned with the civil rights of Hong Kong
and ask the TSANG Yam-kuen, why for a scoundrel again!
Thanks to the bird flu as well as SARS and any other types of flu were the same bacterial
infection of superficiality, so eating pills same the Tamiflu or injecting any antibiotics, vaccine
for the bird flu which not a specific remedy, anybody can understand the principle easily, is the
specific remedy only for oppositing the bird flu and the patent of invention to get into the PCT
country of great majority now, the specific remedy of the name of liquid medicine is the PFCO,
please look through the website of http://www.ycec.com/PFCO-Machine.pdf
Please be concerned with the civil rights of Hong Kong and to look through the website
http://www.ycec.com/Lt-to-world-051017.htm and remind your government to stop concealing
the invention of curing SARS and bird flu!
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The bird flu is the subject matter for the world nowadays, the European Commission
was nervous often for made a public speech on prevention and cure of bird flu in the past were
mostly erroneous.
The bird flu is the subject matter for the world nowadays, the European Commission
was nervous often during the public speech on prevention and cure of bird flu in the past were
mostly erroneous.
I am very suspired that the civilization of world in process of a large fall back, my invention
of curing the SARS and bird flu application into the UK and EPO patent office had to put on one
side a long time, but the terror of bird flu to cast shadow over one's heart in every national of
European Commission and how to defend the civilization of mankind!
The breathing space is applicable to both for mankind and birds, so the medium of
disseminate is the air and contagious, therefore, how could the spreading of the bird flu through
air be impossible? The leaders of WHO and the government of each country must value science!
Above is Lin Zhen-man’s invention is common property for the worldwide, specially
when there is a outburst crisis of bird flu cases which is inevitable worldwide. The government of
Hong Kong and China whom had no right to requests to conceal in common through the leader of
WHO and the government of each country! At present, the Tamiflu which come into existence
the great mass fervor of shopping rush, if again to assist the conceal of the government of China
and Hong Kong, which the person of fool whom were your country person!
Therefore, the most effective way to guard against this crisis of the bird flu is to install at
the every hospital and main clinic an PFCO machine, and inform your nation extensively that
vaccine prevention could only reduce the rate of being infected, and when a common cold to
bring about the high fever of 39℃ speedy and no medication is of any help, then he must use
PFCO to wash the lung instantly.
A good wish for your county to defect bird flu soon.
Lin Zhen-man
Hong Kong
Oct.28, 2005
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An open letter to tell for the west leader, each country of law and order
and Chinese of the worldwide!
http://www.ycec.com/UN/Lt-to-world-051017.htm

Oct. 17, 2005

2. An open letter to unmask the Tamiflu is not a specific remedy for bird flu,
please don＇t fool your citizen again!
http://www.ycec.com/UN/Lt-to-world-051023.htm
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